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Under GATT, countries are allowed to impose countervaX a :~g duties to offset foreign subsidies. 
However, GATT rules limit the amount of duty to the amount of the subsidy. This paper 
examines a generalii model of imperfect cornpetit& -with capital subsidies and shows the 
conditions under which a countervailing duty will offset the elfect of the subsidy on exports. 
Also, conditions are specified under which exports will increase despiie the imposition of the 
maximum tariff under GATT. In addition, the paper considers whether profit shifting motives 
for a subsidy still exist even when this maximum duty is anticipated. 

Concern about international competitiveness has led many countries to 
institute trade and industrial policies intended to promote exports. This has 
resulted in contiderabk interest in the effects of these policies and in possible 
ways to counteract them. In particular, such export promotion policies are 
commonly viewed as ‘unfair’ competition and have led to the widespread use 
of countervailing duties as sanctioned under the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade <GATT). 

Despite the importance of the topic, policy analysis in this area often 
overlooks the insights of economic theory, partly becau% the theory is not 
closely reia*d to actua! @icy institutions. For example, the theory concern- 
ing the implications of countervailing duties deals mainly with the relatively 
simple case of direct export su’bsidies. Excluding complications arising from 
multiple markets, a direct export subsidy can always be exactly offset by a 
tariff of the same form which raises the same total revenue.’ 

*This paper has benefited from comments received at the August 1986 Summer Instilsrt? in 
Trade in Carnbridtqz, Massachusetts, organixed by the National Bureau of Economic Research. I 
would also like to thank the participants of seminars given at the rtment of Economics, 
University of hn’ichigan, and at G.S.I.A., Carnegie Mellon University. I would particularly iike to 
thank Robert II. Baldwin, James A. Brander, Alan V. Deardorfl, Robert C. Feenstra, Howard 
Gruenspecht., Marvin Kraus, J. David Richardson, and an anonymous referee for their helpful 
comments and suggestions. Finally, I am grateful for linancial support from the Center for 
International Business Studies at the University of British Columbia. 

‘For example, a specilIc export subsidy of $1 per unit is exactly offset by a specific tarifl of the 
s8me amount. There is no n on marginal costs so the Iev 
the firm experiences no net in total costs or in 
consider countervailing duti context of direct 0 
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than for certain primary products, export subsidies are outlawed under 
GATT and are therefore rarely used to subsidize manufacturing industries. 

In fact, many subsidies are directed towards capital investment, particu- 
larly in capita1 intensive industries facing international competition. This 
makes the choice of the appropriate level of countervailing duty much more 
dif&ult. The countervailing duty necessarily applies to the level of exports, 
whereas a capital subsidy has implications for both output and the method 
of production. The effectiveness of the countervailing duty is dependent on 
the precise institutional structure of the policy, and the analysis needs to take 
this into account. 

This paper examines the effectiveness of countervailing duties in the 
context of ‘interest rate subsidies’ to capital in an oligopolistic setting. The 
analysis also has implications, however, for other types of capital subsidies 
and for purely competitive industries. The paper concentrates on the issue of 
whether the chosen level of duty actually serves its intended purpose (under 
GATT) of offsetting a foreign subsidy so as to maintain the competitiveness 
of domestic firms.2 The maximum level of duty allowed under GATT is 
then an important institutional constraint. Wndcr the GATT rules, the total 
tariff revenue collected cannot exceed the total subsidy amount or payment 
that is ,mbodied in the imports of the countryy imposing the tariff. For 
convenience this maximum duty is referred to as t.he ‘equal payment’ tariff. 
Although this maximum duty is just sufficient to offset a direct export 
subsidy, the analysis shows that this is generally not the case for subsidies to 
capital services. By way of comparison some of the implications of the tariff 
that just neutralizes the harm by maintaining exports constant are also 
examined. This tariff is referred to as the ‘equal exports’ tariff. 

An important implication of the ana$!s is that the type of subsidy 
payment and the uses for which the subsidy is applicable can be crucial in 
determining the e&cts of the duty. In particular it matters whether an 
interest rate subsidy applies broadly to the capital stock of the firm or is 
restricted to the purchase of additional capital equipment. 

In the former case, an equal payment tariff is usually more than su!!&nt 
to offset any harm to firms in the importing country. Indeed, co4deration 

*A question may arise as to the desir&bility of this objective since it does not maximize the 
welfare of the importing country. The welfare-maximizing tarN would balance the gain in tariff 
revenue and the increase in profit earned by the domestic firm against the loss in consumer 
surplus from a t&ii [see Brander and Spencer (1984) and Dixit (1984, NW)]. For the case of 
liner demands, Dixit (1987) shows that the optimal taritT increases by less than the increase in 
the foreign export subsidy. One problem with this approach for the analysis of countervailing 
duties is that the welfare-maximizing tar% [holding the policies of other governments rixed) is 
usually positive even when there are no export or production subsidies. 

Although this welfare-maximizing approach is useful, the concept of using countervailing 
duties to maintain the competitiveness of domestic industry is important in practice. It is this 
concept that lies behind GA 
preventing harm to domestic 

rules. The social welfare function is imp1 the policy of 
dents has been expiored more gener4Oy by rff(1986). 
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subsidized producers might lead to retaliation and further restrictions on 
trade. conversely, in a fairly broad class of cases in which the subsidy is 
designated for additional capital, an equal payment tariff may still ~LXW 
subsidixed firms to increase exports reducing the profits of rival producers. 
The countervailing duty then fails to achieve the goal of maintaining 
competitiveness that was intended by the GATT rules. 

Also it has been argued that the existence of monopoly profits in 
oligopolistic industries can provide an incentive for governments to promote 
exports. For example, in the case of a Coumot duopoly, government 
commitment to a capita! (or R&D subsidy) can raise the profit earned from 
exports by more than the amount of the subsidy [Spencer and Brander 
(1983)]. This paper extends this analysis to show that if the subsidy is 
directed towards the purchase of additional capital, then a sufftciently small 
subsidy will allow the subsidizing country to achieve a net welfare gain 
despite the use of the maximum countervailing tariff allowed under GATT. 
Of course, even if the nature of oligopolistic rivalry would prevent a profit 
shifting policy of this type from working [see Eaton and Grossman (1986)], 
subsidies may still arise from the lobbying efforts of firms and workers. 

From a practical standpoint, this paper makes an Initial contribution 
towards providing some of the basic analyses needed to determine the e&c@ 
of an equa! F,=.. a-ent *uu-iff in actua! countervailing duty cases. For example, 
the paper derives some sufficient conditions under which an equal payment 
tariff is too low to prevent harm to producers in the importing country. In 
principle, these conditions could be estimated. They depend on such factors 
as the size and nature of the subsidy as well as on characteristics of the 
production function, such as the elasticity of subsititution and the extent of 
economies of scale. 

The paper focuses on the positive imghcations of countervaiiing duties in 
the context of subsidies to capitai. The analysis applies independentiy of the 
specific motive for the subsidy. The subsidy could have arisen from i&%$ng 
eflorte on the part of firms or from the profit shifting motive discussed above. 
Although the paper does consider the possibility of a net welfare gain to the 
subsidizing country, it seems useful to determine the effects of countervailing 
duties in as broad a set of cases as possible, including those cases in which 
the subsidy might not be justified by a welfare-maximizing choice process. 

Nevertheless, the @tive results of this paper P,%:;!A have normative “YY.U 
implications in a broader game concerned with the appropriate set of ruies 
that should aD& in countervaiiing duty cases. In particular, One corn 
expressed aim’ of countervailing duty laws is to deter gover~mc~ts from t 

use of subsidy practices. This paper examines an important issue in this 
context: the question as to whether there is a net increase or decrease in the 
profit Df the subsidi=d firm frsrl the s~b&jy and t&f CQZI~!PP~~~QE. 
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Suppose, fc~ example, that governments are influenced in their subsidy 
policies by industry lobbying and that conntervailing duties are applied in a 
predictable way. In a sequentially rational model, firms will anticipate the 
countervailing duties and will choose not &o lobby for subsidies if this policy 
will result in a net reduction in profits. A tariff that reduces profits below 
pre-subsidy levels would also serve as an effective deterrent if governments 
subsidize foi p,rofit shifting purposes. 

Section 2 CimWhs the basic model of the effect of an interest rate subsidy 
and a count,ervailing tariff on the costs of production. The question of harm 
to firms irb the importing country is analyzed in section 3 in the context of a 
mode! of oligopolistic behavior. The equal exports tarilf is then analyzed in 
section 4 followed by section 5 which is concerned with the effect of an equal 
n*mnnPrst ‘P+iff on PlrMlgQ &.WJ IllVU. mm_ -_ Qmdinm C ennciA6wc the imnli~tinn+ nf g h& ___ ,..y”lW. -.*zIu ” NUIIIUCW . I “Yr”-““” __ 

based subsidy to all capital, as well as a subsidy designated for the purchase 
of additional plant and capital equipment. Section 6 is concerned with profit 
and welfare effects in the subsidizing country. Finally, section 7 contains 
some concluding remarks. 

This section is concerned with the derivation of the combined effect of a 
capital subsidy and countervailing tariff on the marginal costs of a subsidized 
firm. This relationship is used subsequently to determine whether a particular 
countervailing tariff is sufficient to prevent an increase in exports by the 
subsidixed firm. For &is purpose it is first necessary to specify the markets in 
which the subsidixed firm is operating 

Although a tariff may be one of the best policy tools available for 
counteracting the effect of a foreign subsidy on domestic firms it has one 
major limitation. A tariff can restrict the effect of the foreign subsidy only in 
the home market of the competing ComestiG firms. If domestic firms dso 
cross&au1 by exporting to the home market of the subsidized firms or if 
domestic subsidized firms compete in third markets, then there is likely no 
tariff which will leave the level and distribution of domestic sales between 
home and foreign markets unaIfected by the subsidy. 

Neverthless, taking the domestic market alone, the tariff can still halve an 
important role in offsetting the harmful effects of a foreign subsiJy on 
domestic industry. Also a countervailing tariff which applies to only part of 
the market of the subsidized firm will nevertheless reduce the profits 
associated with the subsidy. If the domestic market for the product in the 
country setting the tariff is large, as WOL., ltd usually be the ease for the United 

mitment to the automatic application of a 
ould well substantially reduce the extent of 
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markets are assumed away. In particular it is assumed that the output of the 
subsidized good in country 1 is ful!y exported to country 2 and the the firms 
in country 2 sell only in their home market.3 

Suppose a typical firm in country 1. produces output x with capital services 
A’, arid l&or L, based on the production function: 

with marginal pro&% xK and xL for capital and la’bor, respectivdy, Given 
the focus on subsidies to capita& it is us&! to pork with K and x rather 
than L. Inverting (2.1), we can define labor usage as a function of K and x: 

I.4 = L(K, x). (2.2) 

Let r represent the ye&y market cost of capital services including 
principle, interest., depreciation and maintenance expenses and s represent the 
subsidy per unit of capital services. It is often convenient to relate P to the 
market interest rate and to think of s as an interest rate subsidy. This is 
achieved by assuming that the initial purchase price of an infinitely durable 
unit of capital is fixed at $1 and that one unit of capital creates one unit of 
capital services per year. K is then the value of capital owned by the firm (as 
well as the number of units of ~@a1 services per year). Now if the market 
rate of interest is 10 percent and country 1 offers a subsidy which reduces the 
rate of interest by 3 percent, then t= $0.10 and s = $0.03. 

The subsidy applies to K-K’ units of capittl services and it is sounter- 
vailed by a specific tariff? t. The tariff is imposed only in the event that 
s>d Asuming that the firm uses the cost minimizing amount of capital (and 
labour) for a given level of output, total cost can be represented by 

C(x, s, t, w, r) = Qx, r - s, w) + s& “I- fX, (2.3) 

where e(a) = min(wL((K, x) +(r -s)K) with respect to K. From (2.3), using the 

-- . . . . -c n ..;m&a ,I. ,.r:r.. ,..L-:l.. -‘Baldwm !!980) conaders countervaumg duties in the Entext w 4 r..a.y.W pro~~+.~~r ~W.TW~ 
and pure competition. The subsidized firms sell both in their home and foreign markets. He 
shows that an equal payment tariff does not normally just offset the e&t of the subsidy on 
exports. Assuming partial equilibrium, the lower domestic market price leads to greater domestic 
consumption and lower exports. This result can be reversed, however, in genera! equilibrium. 

“The use of a specific tariii rather ihan an ad vaiorem tariff has ihe advaniage of aiiowing 
some of the main-results of this paper to be derived independently of the assumed nature of 
olippolistic rivalry between firms such as Coumot and Bertralnd competition. Since the effect of 
the ad valorem tariff on marginal cost varies with price, the response of firms to an ad valorem 
countervailing duty is more sensitive to the nature of o!igo-@istic rivalry tkUl is t!X CaSe with Z 

specific tafifr. 
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envelope theorem and LAK, x) = l/xi we have cX= W/Q so that marginal 
cost is 

c:, = w/xt + 2, (2.4) 

where subscripts denote partial derivatives. Also, the respective effects of 
changes in s or t on total cost are 

c,= -(K-&J and C,=x. (2.5) 

From (2.3), at the cost minimum K satisfies: 

wL#,x)+r-s=o. 424 

Let T represent the rate of technical substitution. Then &(K, X) .= - T so 
that (2.6) is the fmiliar requirement that the ratio of marginal products 
equais the factor price ratio: T= x&=(r -s)/w. The second-order condition 
for the choice of K implies that LKK>O, which is the usual requirement that 
T be diminishing in K. 

Using the implicit function theorem, (2.6) defines K =K(x, s) with partial 
derivatives, 

KS= l/wLxy>O and K,= -wLKxK,>O. (2.3 

Capital is assumed to be a normal factor. This means that an increase in 
output increases capital usage or that K, is positive. From (2.7) we then have 
tXr -CO. An increase in K reduces the margkal labor required for an 
additional unit of output. Since McGill production WM is equal to 
w/xL= wL, this impks that an increase in capital, holding output fixed, 
reduces marginal cost.5 

Let t=t(s) represent the level of tariff used to countervail a subsidy s. 
Using this relationship, let c(x, s)=C&cr s, t(s)) represent marginal cost as a 
function of x and s. (The arguments w and t of the cost function are 
suppressed since they remain constant.) The net ett of an increase in s on 
margina! cost a!!owing t to change with s, but hoiding output fixed, can -be 
expresxd as 

c,ix, s) = c, -I C&‘(S) = - K,(x, s) + t’(s), 62.8) 

where C,,= -K, and Cxr= E. from (2.5). 

- w( WLI nLL)/@#. An in- in capitai wouid reduce marginal oost, wL,~4, 
nd XL‘<0 wever, with economics of scale, xLL may be positive, so it seems better 

to assume directly that K is a normal factor, which ensures lLzK ~0. 
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3. r!?J 

Generally competing firms in the importing country suffer a decrease in 
profits whenever the combined effect of the subsidy and countervailing tariff 

leads to an increase in exports by the subsidized firms.6 This follows since 
the increase in exports tends to reduce world prices for any given level of 
output by other producers. Indeed, as shown by Brander and Spencer (IM), 
under CoKrnot competition, an export subsidy is a successful profit shifting 
policy bcca~se the market share of the subsidized firm increases at the 
+=Y-v~ af tb* Avat fnr@ion fim. ‘The suhcidimd firm rrains even thnueh &ggl r&yrLee Y s .1 . I. -1 e-e ee=.. *I= ==__ ___L_____ - ._ o . ..- _ ___ ____ -p-_ 

industry proflts fall. 
It is convenient to illustrate this tendency for the profits of unsubsidized 

producers to fall Ksixg the conjectural variation model for the dKopoly case. 
The conjectural variation model is uses! mainly to show the application of 
:,he results to both Cournot and Bertrand behavior. In particular the analysis 
shows that the tendency for an increase in exports by subsidized firms to 
hurt rival firms in the importing counLJ ._ __ ~1’ ic not sensitive to whether the 
Bertrand or Cournot model is used. This result is also important for the 
further analysis of the paper It a!lows the conditions under which an equal 
payment tariff is too low to fully offset damage to rival firms to be expressed 
independentiy of this choice of tirm behavior. 

Let the total revenue of firms 1 and 2 be represented by R(x, y) and 
R2& y), respectively, where x is the output (or exports) of the subsidized firm 
in country I and y is the output of firm 2 in country 2. Goods x and y are 
assumed to be substitutes ensuring that the partial derivatives, R,, and Ri, 
are strictly negative. Total profits are then 

x1(x, y, 4 f) = RCX, y) - qx, s, t), (3.1) 

a2(x, y) = R2k y) *- C2(Y), (3.2) 

where Cf..., s, g) is given by (2.3) [with w and r suppressed) and C”(y) 
represents the total cost of producing y. This formulation assumes that 
wealth effects of the subsidy and tariff do not affect the demand for x and y. 
Let y1 represent firm l’s conjecture as to the change in the rival’s output y 
from a change in its own output, x. Similarly, y2 is firm 2% conjectural 
variation. Then the first-order conditions for a maximu of profit are 

br’(x,y,.s)~da’/dx=R,fR,y,-C,=O, (3.3) 

%ruenspecht (1984) presents a model in which an expurt subsidy need not reduce the profits 
of competing producers in third markets. Firms are assumed to commit to prims before the 
government determines its subsidy level. The existence of the s ,&sidy program causes a 
sukIdized firm to set a higher price than otherwise. It is then possible for both the price and 
market share of the unsubsidized firm to increase relative to free competition. 
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h2(x,y)=drr2/dy=R;+Rfy2-C;=O, (3.4) 

where Ci represents the margk. =I cost of y. It is assumed that the 
wand-order conditions for profit maximixation hold. 

Ihe fir&order conditions (3.3) and (3.4) implicitly define x=f’(s, e) and 
y=f2(s, t). Let hfr, for i, j= 1,2, represent the partial derivatives of hf and h’ 
amd let H = ?#a$- hihi. Assuming the stability conditions7 hj <O and H >O, 
from differentiation of (3.3) and (3.4) using C, = - K, the partzkl eflkcts of s 
and t on exports are given byy 

f!= -K,h$/H>O and f:==!@H<O. 

From (2.8) and (3.5), the total effect on exports 
~~~~~t~WWGInrl kY! +r0\ is iViiiiii * iriiii YJ ‘\J, i.z 

dx/ds=,ff +f:t’(s)=c#/H). 

(3.5) 

of an increase in s 

(3.6) 

Similarly, the total effect on the sales of competing producers is 

dy/ds = - ~,f?@f), (3.7) 
Frora (3.6): 

&/ds>O, if and only if bc,<O. (3.8) 

A countervailed capital subsidy increases the exports of firm 1 if and only if 
the marginal cost of firm 1 falls, This result holds independently of whether 
the_ qligopolistic rivalry is of the Ikrtrand or Coumot type. 

Let g denote the actual response of y to a cha’age in X* then dy/ds=g dqkls 
and from (3.6) and (3.7): 

8 = - ?r:lta;. (3.9) 

It is assumed that lgl< 1. The Impact of the subsidy on the output of the 
rival firm is smaller (in absolute value) than the impact on the subsidixed 
firm itself. If the response of x to a change in y is similarly damped, then this 

I+*’ A 1, ’ ensures the stabilityi conditior, ,“l TV. 10 :s adlG?sr IIwrassaa alo- --v~ thgt each frm 

expects the reaction of the other firm to be damped so that lrrl< 1 and 
Iy21 < 1. From (3.2) and (3.4), the effect of the countervailed subsidy on the 
total profit of km 2 is then 

dn2/ds = R,2( I- y;Lg)(dx/ds). (3.10) 

‘For a discussion of stability conditions for wnjectural variation models of sligopoly, see 
sade (1$@@ 
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Since R: CO (from substitutability of x and y) and lyzgl < 1, expression (3.10) 
is negative. The profits of firm 2 fall whenever a capital subsidy increases the 
exports of firm 1. Although the sales of firm 2 would normally also fall: 
this is not necessarily the case and the sign of (3.10) does not depend on it. 

4 J3fp&Il exports tariff 

By our definition, an equal exports tariff is just sufficient to maintain 
marginal costs (and exports) L nnstant, thereby preventing the subsidy from 
causing any harm to firms in the importing country. ft is assumed that first s 
is set, then, if s >O, t is imposed by the importing country taking into 
account the net effect of both s and t on the subsequent level of imports. 

From (2.81, an equal export tariff satisfies: 

t’(s) = KJx, s), where x =f l(s, 9. (4.1) 

For a given level of x9 a $1 increase in s reduces marginal cost by the 
marginal capital requirement, K,. The increase in the equal export tariff 
offsets this leaving marginal cost unaffected. This result requires only that 
firms choose inputs efficiently to minimize total co&s and that any wealth 
effects of the subsidy or tariff do not affect the demand for x. 

One issue of interest is the combined e&ct of the subsidy and an equal 
exports tariff on the profits of the subsidized firms. As mentioned in the 
Introduction, this net effect on profits could be important for the effectiveness 
of the countervailing duty as a deterrent to subsidy policies. For example, if 
net profits rise, then firms will have a motive to continue to lobby for 
subsidies. 

With an qua! exprts tarifl, ,h,., F snaq in nr&ta ~~+rsrul hv a subsida fi~a r’““’ _9....- .SJ _- _. 
arise only from changes in total cost. From (2.3j9 (2.5) and (4.15, the e&ct on 
total cost of a subsidy to capital countervai!ed by aa equal export tariff is 

dC/ds = C, + Q’(s) = - (_k: - K”} + XK,. (4.29 

It is useful to consider an extreme case in which R” =0 and the subsidy 
rate applies to all capital services within the firm. That is, the subsidy applies 
both to the capital services which the firm would have purchased without a 
subsidy and to any additional capital services pWchascd because of the lower 
price of capital. For example, a firm might initially be set up on the basis 

*Normally one would expect hi CO ensuring that gc0 so that dy/ds<3 whenever dx/ds>O. 
The term II{ can be interpreted as the effect 0.f an increase in n on the perceived marginal 
pr&tability to firm 2 from an increase in y. From (3.41, h:= R~x+R_&yzz Asming R&4! !hm 
the s&stiiutability of x and y), COU~TWF *behavior (ys =O) thsn ensures that hi ~0. However, this 
need not always be the case for other forms of behavior such as rtraad competition. 
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that all its plant and equipment are financed by low-interest govzmment 
loans. Subsidies for regional development purposes sometimes have this 
character. For an established company, a subsidy to a substantial proportion 
of a firm’s capital services would occur if the government finances or 
refinances both new and existing loans used to pay for capital services. If the 
subsidy is to apply to all capita; services, then for completeness any equity 
capital or internal fund, = that are used to purchase capital equipment must 
also be covered. Although this is an extreme case, it does provide a 
benchmark for compatison of the effects of a less extensive subsidy. 

Assuming K”=O, whether profits rise or fall depends on the relationship 
between the marginal capital requirement9 K, and the average capital 
requirement K/x. 

Proposition 1. Suppose the subsidy, s, applies to all capital (i.e. KO=O), then 
the combined e$ect o$ a capital subsidy and un equal exports tarif is to 
reduce profits if K,> K/x, leave profits unchanged if K,= K/x and krease 
profits if K,< K/x. 

Proof. Since output and revenue are unchanged, profit falls if and only if 
total cost increases. The proposition then follows immediately from (4.2) with 
If0 =a QE.“. *_ 

As shown in (4.1), the increase in an equal export tariff in response to a 
e~h&lv ;a ~n~al tn K .3uiis;*?i> i.3 so-’ l Y aax, *isaw -p4msm the canital reqir& to pr&de G a~@& i~rp, in 

x. However (with x fixed sirl;? K@- -0) a $1 increase in s reduces average cost 
(and increases profits) by the average capital requirement K/X. The firm 
gains to the extent that the average capital requirement exceeds the marginal 
requirement. Conversely, profits fall if the marginal capitai requirement is less 
than the average. If some of the existing capita! of the firm is not subsidized, 
then K”>O, and from (4.2). all other things equal, total costs are increased 
(and profits reduoedj. 

If the production function is homogeneous, the results of Proposition 1 
can be neatly reiated to the extent of economies of scale. 

Proposition 2. Suppose the subsidy, s, applies to ail capital (i.e. K’=O), and 
that the production function is homogeneous oj degree z. Then the combined 
erect of Q capital subsidy and an equal exports tarifl is to reduce profits if z < 1 
.d , ecreasing returns to scale), leave profits unchanged if z = 1 (cometani retwrs 
to scale), and increase profits $ z > 1 (increasing returns to scale). 

Prooj~ If the production function is homogeneous of degree z, then, using 
(2.3), total cost can be expressed as 
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X0 X 

Fig. 1 

C(x,s,t, w,r)=Ql,r-s, w)x”*+sK(+rx. (4.3) 

From (4.3), marginal cost is C, =( l/z)c( 1, r-s, w)x’@- I. Using 
c,-il,r-s,w)=K/x*“, we then have 

C,= -K,= -K/zx. (4.4) 

From (4.4) and (4.2), 

dC/ds= -#(z- l)jz+KO. (4.5) 

Whcz K” =O, dC/ds is positive for z c 1, zero for z = 1 and negative for 
z> 1. QED. 

If z > 1 (increasing returns to scale), then marginal cost is less than average 
cost and both marginal and average cost are decreasing in x.9 This means 
that as output increases, the marginal capital requirement falls, reducing the 
-EL-r _P 1 ,iiL^lifii a_ ~-.-.,_~:~,I t.&..A 
6?!~1 WI CE auuaruy VII U.&w&lL'Q1 bUJC. I_ A subsidy per unit of capitzl therefore 
shifts down the marginal cost curve but by smaller amounts as outpttit 
increases. This is illustrated*0 in fig. 1, where the original marginal cost 
curve is labelled MC and the subsidixd marginal cost curve is labelled MC’. 
The tariff raises mqinal costs by an equal amount for L.;i x so that the 
combined effect of the subsidy and tariff is to pivot the marginal cost curve 
about the initial level of output, x0, making its slope less negative. This (net) 
new marginal cost curve (shown as MC” in fig. 1) cuts the original marginal 

gFrom the dirTerentiation of (4.3). it is easily shown that margir.J cost is decreasing, Cx,<O, if 
I> 1. Also c,*,=; ( - l/z)( l/z- 1)K/x2 ~0 if z> 1. A subsidy makes the slope of the marginal cost 
curve less negative. 

loI am grateful to an anonymous referee for providing this diagram and the intuition behind 
the diagram. 
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mst curve from below so that the firm enjoys an increase in profits equal to 
the shaded area in fig. 1. Total profit is the area above MC” but below the 
marginal revenue curve, MR, in fig 1. The firm’s demand curve, DD, in fig. 1 
is derived for a given level of y. 

~onversdj, if z< 1 (decreasing returns to scale), the subsidy and tariff 
combination pivots the marginal cost curve about x0 so that it cuts the 
(unsubsidized) marginal cost curve from above, creating a net loss to the 
firm. 

Oligopolistic industries commonly have high initial capital requirements 
which serve as a barrier to entry and lead to increasing returns to scale. 
Since marginal capital requirements are less than average capital require- 
ments, Propositions 1 and 2 imply that an equal export tariff would allow a 
net increase in the profits of a subsidized firm. An important implication is 
then that for this type of industry (and type of subsidy) a net gain to the 
subsidized firms after payment of a countervailing duty is not a good 
criterion for determining whether there is continuing harm to rival firms in 
the importing country. This is in sharp contrast with the eff’ of a direct 
export subsidy. In that case, regardless of the nature of economies of scale, 
an equal exports tariff would fully neutralize the subsidy, maintaining the 
profits of the subsidixed firms at their pre-subsidy levels. An equal exports 
tariff will also prevent any change in profits if returns to scale are constant. 
This case is often associated with purely competitive industries such as 
agriculture. 

With an equal exports tariff, the net improvement in profits in industries 
with economies of scale arises solely as a transfer from taxpayers to the firms 
in question. Although the firms are better off, the subsidixing country is 
worse off as a whole because of the payment of the tarilf revenue and the 
distortion in the elkient use of capital arising from the capital subsidy. The 
welfare of the importing country improves by the amount of tariff revenue. 

S. Equal payment tariff and exports 

The maximum countervailing duty allowed under the GATT code is 
limited by the total subsidy amount or payment that is embodied in the 
imports of the country setting the duty.” For example, if an interest rate 
subsidy amounting to $1 per year is used in a plant producing 

II See article VI, no. 3, of the GATT Code and atiicle 4, no. 2, of the 1979 Tokyo Round of 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations. Thne main parts of the subsidies code are conveniently 
reprinted in Hufbauer and Erb (1984). One of the major di!!bulties with the subsidies code is 
the lack of specification in the agreement as to how the total subsidy payment slsould be 
calculated. However, this question is not the fms of this paper. Rather, it is concerned with the 
implications of the maximum limit on the duty that can be imposed. 
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l,MXl,CK% units of output per year, then the countervailing tariff is limited to 
$1 per unit of exports to the country imposing the duty. If exports to this 
country are worth $5 per year, the total tariff revenue is limited to 
$XKl,ooO. For conveni his maximum level of duty is referred to as the 
‘equal payment’ tariff 

This section first develops the relationship between an equal payment tariff 
and the level of exports, The question is then analyzed as to whether an 
equal payment tariff is suflicient to prevent a net increase in exports 
subsidy and tariff combination. If so, it will serve its purpose under 
fully offsetting the harm that the subsidy would cause to firms in the 
importing country. Consideration is given to two polar possibilities concern- 
ing the extent of the sub&y. At one extreme, the subsidy is assumed to 
apply broadly to all capital services and at the other, the subsidy is restricted 
to only those additional capital services purchased due to the subsidy. As in 
the case of an equal export tariff, the subsidy rate, s, is set in the first stage; 
then the tariff is imposed in the second stage taking full account of the 
equilibrium effects of s and t on the level of exports; and finally exports are 
produced in the third stage given s and r. 

The equal payment tariff set in stage 2 is given by 

f(s)= r(~s)=s(K(x,s)-K*)/x>o, (5.1) 

where x =f’(s, t) is the (stage 3) equilibrium level of exports given both s and 
r. It is assumed that t is imposed only if the subsidy payment is positive. 
Once it is imposed, the tariff is fixed from the viewpoint of the firm. 
Nevertheless, the choice of t must depend on the equilibrium value of x if the 
total tarill revenue is to equal the subsidy payment in equilibrium. The 
function, n”(~,s), has been introduced so as to highlight the effect of changes 
in X. 

From (5.1): 

r~.x,s)=(K-K’+sK,)lx>O and Tx(x,s)= -s((K-K”)-xKX),k2. 
(5.2) 

Holding exports fixed, an increase in the subsidy rate always increases the 
countervailing tariff. However, the sign of r, is ambiguous in general. OX 

capital is ins*Med at a higher level of exports increasing the subsidy payment 
and the level of t, but an increase in x also spreads the subsidy payment over 
more units of exports tending to reduce the aliowable level of the tariff. 

From (5.1) and (34, the total elkct of ~1 increase in s on the equal 
payment tariff is 

t’(s) ‘“‘( q + &_ff )/( 1 - r,jy) > 0. (5.3) 



It can be shown that t’(s) is positive even if q is negative. First, the term 
r,f:, is the indirect effect of a change in t on itself through changes in the 
equilibrium level of exports. It is reasonable to assume that this term is less 
than 1 in absolute value ensuring that the denominator of (5.3) is positive. 
Since p”,>O from (5.2) and ji 30, it is clear from (5.3) that t”(s) >O as long as 
increases in x are associated with a higher countervailing tariff (Y,zO). For 
the case r, <O, consider the total elfects, dx/ds, of a countervailed subsidy on 
exports. Substituting (5.3) into (3.6) and using (3.5) and 5.2), we have 

dxids=(-xR,+K-KO+sK,)~:/x(P- r,ff). (54 

From’ (529, (5.4) and f: :0, exports ftil, d~/ds <O, if 5 < 0. Since t’(s) - 
K dx/ds+ G, it follows that the tat% is increasing in s in tl& case, so that 
t’(s) is alviays strictly positive. 

If an interest rate subsidy is used solely to refinance existing loans of a 
company, then assuming perfect capital tnarkets,i* it will not change the 
price of capital to the firm so that it will not affect the firm’s private 
incentive to purchase new capital equipment with its own or borrowed funds. 
In this case, the subsidy serves only to reduce the fixed costs of the firm and 
has no effect on marginal cost or on the profit-maximizing level of exports. 
Use of any tariff to countervail a subsidy designated solely for existing 
capital services will therefore reduce the level of exports below the pre= 
subsidy level. A countervailing tariff is then not necessary to maintain the 
profits of rival prtiucers in the importing country. 

If, however, the subsidy applies to all capital (K”=O) then it will also 
lower the cost of additional capital services to tb,e firm. This gives the firm 
an incentive to install more capital equipment leading to a reduction in 
marginal cost. Proposition 3 sets out some conditions under which an equal 
payment tariff more than offsets this fall in marginal cost, resulting in a net 
decrease in exports. 

Proposition 3. Assume the production function is homogeueous of dkgree z. A 
subsidy to all capital services countervailed with an equal payment tar$ 
reduces the exports of the subsidizedjim if 

‘*Capital market imperfections arising, for example, from asymmetric tiormation cou!d lead 
to a premium on the interest rate char to the 5rz5 -5 I._.. ;A!._ .__LIC -- --_ ___-_ _ aa 19 n* nlmtiur tn the r&mm thm 

firm would receive if it lent its own funds through the capital market. If the firm has iimited 
internal funds, government subsidization of some of its existing loans could then lead it tn 
expand output causing harm to foreign praducers. I would like to thank Geoffrey carfiner for 
this point. 
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z 2 1 (coiisiani or iiicreasifig f%TiWiiS i0 scaiej. 

ProoJ From (9.4) and K,= K/2x [from (4.4)-j, dx/ds < 0 if 

-xK,+K-KO+sK,=(K(z-1)-zKO)/z+sK,>O. (5.5j 

From (SS), dx/ds c 0 if K" =0 and z 2 1. QED. 

Proposition 3 implies that the potential damage to rival firms from a 
subsidy to al! capital is more than offset by an equal payment tariff if returns 
to scale are constant or increasing. The equal payment tariff exceeds the 
equal exports tariff in these cases. 

Quite commonly a sttbsi.0~ may be given conditional on it being used for 
the acquisition of new plant and equipment. For example, a subsidy for the 
purposes of modernization will often be tied to the purchase of new 
equipment, leading to greater capital intensity in the method of production. 
In contrast a subsidy to existing capital is essentially ju?t a windfall gain to 
the firm since, under normal conditions, it does not affect profit-maximizing 
production or investment decisions. CM course even subsidies designated for 
new plant and equipment may at least partly be spent on investments the 
Erm would have made anyway. However, for the purposes of this analysis, it 
is assumed that the subsidy rate applies only to the additional capital 
services that are purchased due to the subsidy. In this case K"=K(xot 0), 

where x0 is the level of exports at s =O. That is, K" represents the level of 
capital which would have been installed by the firm if there were no subsidy. 
From (5.!), the equal payment tariff is then 

t!s)=sCK(x,s)-K(x',O))/x. (5.6) 

An important attribute of a subsidy to additional capital is that it achieves 
the same increase in capital invested (and fall in margkal cost) as would the 
same subsidy per unit applied to all capital. 
bowever, is at a minimum given the level of s. contrast, a subsidy to a 
capital maximizes the total subsidy payment. S an equal payment tari 
raises revenue equal to the subsidy payment, a gi 
additional cap the countervailing tariff 
more broadly ital subsidies. It follows that the restriction of the 
subsidy to additional capital st c orts to increase 



from the tari@ and subsidy combination [see (5.4) with K” =K(xO, O)]. 
Relative to a subsidy to all capital, there is then a greater likelihood that an 
equal payment tariff will be too low to fully offset the damage to rival firms 
in the importing country. 

Exports by subsidized firms do in fact increase, reducing the profits of 
competing producers whenever the subsidy rate applied to additional cap&l 
is sufficiently small. This idea is expressed in Proposition 4. 

Proposition 4. Exports by subzi$izedJinns increase &spite the use of an equal 
payment counterding taricg if the subsidy rate a#phed to additional capital 
mites is su#lciently swll. 

iproof: I[f s is small, the additional capital purchased due to the subsidy is 

K&s)-K(x”,O)k:sdK/ds (5.7) 

From (5.2) and (5.7), both Y&O and Y&O so that from (5.3), t’(s)#O. Since 
dX/dz=ff +f;t’(s), 

lim dx/ds= f,‘(s, t)>O. (5.8) 
s-0 

Q.E.D. 

When s is close to xero, so are t and r’(s). Nevertheless, even a small 
subsidy increases the capital intensity of production, lowering marginal cost 
by K, and increasing exports. From (5.8), for s sufkiently small, the total 
effect of a couat~~~GM subsidjj on exports is j-ust the eff& in the absence of 
a countervailing tariK 

The guestion then is, how small does the subsidy rate have to be for 
Proposition 4 to apply? A very small subsidy could only cause a very small 
amount of harm so that it would not matter for practical purposes. Some 
conditions related to standard characteristics of production and the actual 
size of the subsidy are therefore to determine whether there could be 

rn about the limit on the size of the countervailing tariff 

se, let Q represent the (positive) elasticity of substitution 
nd let 9,= L&c represent labor’s share of 

ction (2.1) is homogeneous of degree z, 
capital to labor ratio. 

on 5 then sets out s 
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country will suffer a loss in profits despite the use of the maximum 
countervailing tarifi under GA 

Proposition 5 Suppose the prodwtion function is homogeneous of degree z 
and let 0 = da(k). lf 0 5 2 and if a’@) 20, then a Lbsidy to additional capital 
cmatervailed by an equal payment tarif resuits in an incrwse in exports by a 
subsidized firm whaever 

ProoJ See the appendix. 

If u is constant (as is the case for C.E.S. production functions), then 
Proposition 5 holds if as2 and if s satisfies (5.9). In particular, if Q= 1, then 
the production function is Cobb-Douglas and can be represented by 
x = AK6ZL’L -&s where A >O and 0 c 6 c 1. Labor’s share, OL1 is then equal to 
z(l -S), where’ 6 is a measure of the capita1 intensity of production. 
Substituting this value of or. into (5.9), it follows that expcris iucrease if 

ssr/(l+22(1-6)). (5.10) 

If, in additiou., the marginal product of labor is diminishing, xlLL SO, then 
(1 - 6)~ s 1 and from (X10), exports increase as long as s s r/3. Any subsidy 
that is less than l/3 of the market cost of capita1 and is designated for 
additional capital only will result in an increase in exports despite the 
imposition of an equal payment countervailing tariff. The range of subsidy 
values for which the maximum tariff under GATT is too low to prevent 
harm to rival firms in the importing country can be quite broad. For C.E.S. 
production functionxb this range is generally increased if the extent of 
economies of scale is reduced (z is lower) and if the capital intensity of 
production as measured by S is increased.13 

a Equal t mm Pitat weIfare effects 

This s&on is cometned with the implications of an equal p 
for profit and welfare in the subsidizing country. 
subsidized Cournot firm (with the rival in the i 
loss in profits whenever its exports ‘n constant or are reduced 
pre-subsidy level. ConverseFy with a rtrand duopoly, the subsi 
suffers a loss in profits if its exports inerease. 

13Thc km d the C.E.S. production function is x=A[SbF’+(l -c~)L’~]-“~. The e@t of 
changes in z and d on the range of subsidy vaiues saiisfying bpddoii 5 L ---A 13 yrvrwu iC E 

working paper avaiiabie from the aUdIOi. 
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Proposition 16 An equal payment tar@’ reduces the profits of the subsidized 
jirm below its pre-subsidy level whenever: 

(i) the industry is Q Cournot duopoly (with g-y’<O) and dx/&I;@ 
(ii) the industry is 62 Bertrand duopoZy (with g-y1 30) and dx/ds 20. 

Proof. From total differentiation of (3.1) using (2.5) and (3.3): 

da’/ds = -R,yldx/ds+R,dyds+K-K*-xt’(s). (6.1) 

Since dy/ds=gdx/ds [see (3.6), (3.7) and (3,911, (6.1) becomes: 

dx’/ds=R,(g-yJdx/ds+K-K”-xt’(s). (6.2) 

From (5.3) and (6.2), using (5.2) and (3.5): 

Since f *,<O, the last term of (6.3) is negative. With Coumot behavior, yl =O 
and g <O (see footnote 7) so that g-y, <O. With Bertrand behavior, 
normally** g - y1 ~0. Since R, c 0, dx/ds [as given by (6.3)] is negative if 
dx/Qs~o with Coumot behavior or if dx/ds~O with Bertrand behavior. 

Q.E.D. 

Proposition 6 demonstrates that the signs of profit effects depend on 
market structure as represented by the con&%ral variation term, g-yl. The 
general dependence of trade policy effects on conjectural variations was first 
demonstrated by Eaton and Grossman (1986). As described by E&ton and 
Grossman (1986), if g-y1 is negative (as w&h coumot behavior), then each 
firm is overly ‘pessimistic’ in its assessment of the extent to which the output 
of the rival firm will fall in response to an increase in own output. An 
increase in output would increase the firm’s profit at the expense of the 
output and profit of the rival firm. This helps explain Proposition 6 part (i) 
since a policy that reduces exports will then tend to red&w profits making 
the first term of (6.3) negative. Conversely in Proposition 6 part (ii), g-y,, is 
positive so an increase in exports is then required to make the first term of 
(6.3) uegative .I5 In both cases an increase in the subsidy to capital has an 

‘*aton and Grossman (1986) show that there is a presumption that g-y1 ~0 with Bertrand 
behavior, but that this presumption is less certain ia the case of increasing 

Is With Bertrand competition, a reduction in exports increolses the firm’s 
returns to scale. 

olit by inducing an 
increase in the price charged by its foreign competitor, making the first term of (6.3) positive_ 
Paradoxically, there Is th8n a possihiility that the existence of a countervailing tarZI might 
increwc the profits of the firm paying the tariff, Wowever the tariff also irwreases toti costs 
m&kin& ik SSXX& icxm d~ia3j negative so that the overall effect on profits is ambiguous. 
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*UUmLm”.mLZ. ..w.pyw” i i.rrrr -1. 
o~&+k~d -0stip- &h-t nn pf;;t,e [s repregent4 by the second term of 

@.S)] since totah costs inmass from the combined effect of the higher subsidy 
and countervailing tariff. 

Proposition 6 does not require a direct restriction on the extent of capital 
services that are covered by the subsidy. Thtiz is an implicit restriction, 
however, from the requirement in Proposition 6 part (i) that exports do not 
increase and in Proposition 6 (ii) that exports do not decrease. From 
Proposition 3, we know that if all capital is subsidized (KO=O) and the 
production function is homogeneous with increasing or constant returns to 
scale (22 l), then an equal payment tariff reduces the exports of the 
subsidized firm. Combining Proposition 3 with Proposition 6 part (i) it 
follows that an equal payment tariff reduces the profits of a subsidized 
Coumot firm if K*=O and ~21. 

It is interesting to compare Proposition 2 with Proposition 6. From 
Propositiovr 2 we know that if K o =a then an equal export tariff allows firms 
with increasing returns to scale (z> 1) to enjoy an increase in profits 5ut that 
profits fall if returns to scale are decreasing (zc 1). In comparison, Proposi- 
tion 6 indicates that profits fall for both Cournot and Bertrand duopolists 
whenever an equal payment tariff keeps exports constant at the pre-subsidy 
level. Consistency of the two propositions then requirzc that an equal 
payment tariff maintains exports constant only if returns to scale are 
decreasing. That this is the cxw can be seen from examination of expressions 
(5.4) and (5.5) 

Proposition 6 indtcates conditions under which an equal payment tariff is 
more than sufkient to prevent an increase in profits by the subsidized firm. 
It seems useful to also explore whether there is a possibility of a net gain to 
the subsidized firm and to the subsidizing country. if this is the case, then the 
incentive for a country to use profit shifting subsidy policies to promote 
exports may still remain despite the use of the maximum countervailing duty 
under GATT rules. 

Given our assumption that all of the output of firm 1 is exported to 
country 2, welfare in country I, denoted IV’, is simply the profits earned by 
firm 1 after payment of the duty loss the cost of subsidy to the govemment:i6 

WI = a'(x, y, s, t) -s(K - KO). 

As Proposition 7 shows, a sufficiently small subsidy can increase bot 
profits of the subsidized firm and welfare in the subsidizing country 
though the subsidy is countervailed wit 

16This formulation implicitly assumes that there is no deadweight loss from raising tax%? to 
pay for the subsidy. 
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Proposition 7. In the context of a Cournot duopoly, a st@ciently small 
subsidy to additional capital countervailed by an equal payment tarif increases 
both the profits of the subsidized firm and welfare in the subsidizing country. 

PPOO$ From (6.3), for s small: 

dx’/ds+(g-y,)d.x/ds. 05.5) 

From Proposition 4, d.x/ds >O for a sufficiently small subsidy to additional 
capital. Since R,,<O and p1 = 0 and g <O for a Coumot duopoly, we have 
dx’/ds>O from (6.5). From (6.4): 

dW’/ds=dsl/ds-sdK/ds-(K-K’). (6.6) 

Using (X7), from (6.6), dW’/dsk:dx’/ds for s small, so that duB’/ds>O under 
the assumed conditions. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 7 is an example of the profit shifting effect demonstrated by 
Spencer and Brander (1983) in the context of a subsidy to capital but with 
no countervailing measure. The subsidy works by increasing exports at the 
expense of the sales and profits of the rival firm in the importing country. 
This does not mean that the profit of firm 1 increases whenever an equal 
payment tariff is too low to prevent an increase in exports. It is also 
necessary that the subsidy be sufficiently small to make (6.3) positive. Since, 
by (6.4), welfare in country 1 is less than the total profits by the amount of 
the subsidy payment, an even smaller subsidy is required to ensure that both 
welfare and total profits increase in country 1. 

Eaton and Grossman (1986) show that the Spencer and Brander (1983) 
result is not robust to a change in market structure from Coumot 
competition to Bertrand competition. The same point applies to Proposition 
7. Combining Proposition 4 with Proposition 6 part (ii), it follows that with 
g-y1 z-0 (Bertrand competition), a small subsidy will increase ex_ports 
reducing prolit (and welfare) in the subsidizing country. With a sulllciently 
small subsidy to additional capital, the effect of the subsidy on profits is 
given by the lirst term of (6.3) or by expression (6.5). This term varies in sign 
according to the nature of the conjectures giving a result that is essentially 
the same as that obtained by Eaton and Grossman (1986) in the context of 
an ad valorem direct export tax (or subsidy) and no countervailing tariff It 
does matter, however, that the equal payment tariff is applied in the context 
of a subsidy to additional capital. As mentioned in the Introduction, a direct 
subsidy to ail exports is exactly offset by an equai payment tariff even if the 
subsidy is very small. 

There may be dilT”rent opinions about whether the conditions in Proposi- 
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tion 7 are easy or hard to satisfy. One main implication. however, is that it is 
important that the subsidy be small. Of necessity, a small subsidy can lead 
only to a small improvement in welfare in country 1. A credible threat of 
immediate retaliation with an equal paymen: tariff could well be sufficient to 
deter this kind of profit shifting policy. 

The implications of the form of a subsidy payment for the application of 
countervailing duty laws has received very little attention either by trade 
theorists or by policy-makers. For example, although materiai iujury to firms 
has to be proven before a countervailing duty case can go forward, there 
appears to be very little attempt, at least in cases prosecuted by the United 
States, to relate the level of countervailing duty to the extent of harm likei’y 
to result from the particular type of subsidy.17 In particular the economi: 
significance of such factors as the designated use of the subsidy or the, 
proportion of costs covered by the subsidy have not been considered. 

This paper makes a start at addressing this issue from a theoret.!cal 
perspective. Different types of interest rate subsidies are considered in the 
amtext of IR ‘qa! ppmt’ countervailing tariff? the maximum level of 
duty allowed under GATT rules. The central issue is whether an equal 
payment tariff is sufficient to prevent harm to firms in the importing country. 
A secondary concern is the net effect of the tariff and subsidy on profits and 
welfare in the subsidizing country. 

The analysis indicates that a major distinction needs to be made between 
subsidies designated to help finance existing capital services and those 
designed to induce firms to increase their capital stock. With perfect capital 
markets, subsidies used only to pay existing loans will have no effect on 
exports. Although some increase in exports can be expected from a broad 
subsidy to all capital, such as may occur if a firm or a plant is initially set up 
on the basis of low-interest government loans, an equal payment tariff will 
stiil usuaily serve to reduce exparts and profiis helow the pre-subsidy level. 
This is the case for any fum with a homogeneous production function that 
exhibits constant or increasing returns to scale. On the other hand, subsidies 
that are tied to the purchase of addiCana1 capital can lead to an increase in 
exports causing harm to firms in the importing country, despite the use of 
the maximum countervailing duty allowed under GATT. Exports will always 
increase in these circumstances if the suLJy is sufficiently small. In addition, 

!“See Adams and Dirian (1984) for a discussion of U.S. cases, and Grossman (1986) for the 
question of injury to the U.S. steel industry arising from imports. In addition, papers by 
Krugman (1983, 1984) contain some useful analyses of the implications of foreign industrial 
targeting for the United States. 
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if the industry is a Coumot duopoly, the subsidizing country will enjoy 
increased profits from its exports and increased welfare. 

Although the analysis is developed in the context of interest rate subsidies 
to capital, it apples much more broadly. For example, as discussed in 
Spencer (1988), the results can easily be interpreted to 
equity infusion3. If a grant is given to cover general 0 
can best be treated as a subsidy to existing capital. 
markets, there will be no effect cn exports. This is aIS0 no 
equity infusions. Conversely, if a grant is given conditional on the purchase 
of new capital equipment it may t be viewed as a subsidy to addi~~n~ 
capital. The extent of any funds required from the firm then 
determines the subsidy rate. 

Certain types of tax relief such as fast depreciation allowances on new 
capital equipment can also be treated as subsidies to capital. Another 
example would be the Domestic International Sales Corporation (9.I.S.C.) 
scheme in the United States. This scheme was designed to at least partially 
defer the taxation of profits from export sales. In practice, the deferred tax 
was never pa&.‘” Since the corporate profit tax also acts as a tax on capital, 
this scheme acted to provide a broad subsidy to capital used in the 
production of exports. D.I.S.C. has now been rep?aced by the Foreign Sales 
Corporation (F.&C.), which has a similar e&zt. 

A useful contribution of the paper from a practicat perspective is the 
development of suffkzient conditions under which an equal payment tariff 
does not prevent harm to competing producers. One important characteristic 
Is the proportion of the cost of capital whiih is covered by the subsidy. To 
the extent that the government can induce the firm to contribute more of its 
OWTI ~~~~rces to the project a greater increase in exports is likely achieved 
for the same totar subsidy cost and payment of TMff revenue (under an equal 
payment tari!!. These s~u!!c~.. -. ‘-m* Maditions also depend on the nature of the 
firm’s production function, as measured by such variables as the elasticity of 
substitution and the extent of economies of scale. 

Since these sufficient conditions are (in principle) estimable, tbey could be 
used in countervailing duty cases to help determine whether an equal 
payment tariff is approgriate. There is a cost from a level of countervailing 
duty that is too low to prevent a subsidy from causing harm to firms in the 
importing-country. Aiso in a broader game, a couutervailing duty is likely 
less efktive as a deterrent to subsidy policies to the extent that it allows 
subsidized firms to enjoy a net increase in profits. owever, in a practical 
context, high levels of duty can also entail a cost. Duties set at levels that 
substantially reduce the outputs and profits of subsidized Ernss beiow pre- 

‘*I would like to thank Robert C. Feerrstra and J. David Richardson for helpful suggestions 
concerning D.I.S.C. Feenstra (1984) provides useful information concerning D.I.S.C. 
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subsidy levels could cause difficulties in international relations. If a country 
has cause to believe that a particular countervailing duty levied against its 
exports is ‘unfair’, this can lead to an escalation of protectionist measures in 
both countries, a result that both countries would ideally like to avoid. 

A ix: I Qerv in ex 

This appendix is concerned with the conditions under which an equal 
payment tariff is too low to pre vezt an increase in exports and harm to firms 
in the importing country. It is shown that if the subsidy is restricted to 
additional capital, ohen exports increase for a wide range of subsidy values, 

Applying the mean value theorem, the overall ctsnge in exports fram a 
subsidy, s, after impssition of an equal payment countervailing tariff, is 

x-x’=f*(s,l(s))--fr(O,O)=sdx/ds, (A.1) 

where dx/ds=df’(&@))/ds [as given by (5.4) of the text] is evaluated at 
some i E (0, s). 

If the subsidy is restricted to additional capital, then K” =X(x0,0) and 
applying the mean value theorem (or the exact Taylor’s series) again: 

K(i, i) - K(xO, 0) = I&(x*, $(a - x0) +X,(5, P), (A-2) 

where 2 denotes /*(&t(q) and x8 is some intermediate value of x between 2 
and x0 and s* ~(0, S). 

Substituting (A.25 into (A.1,) using (5.4) and rearranging we obtain: 

(x -x0)( ! - T,F&!)$ - K&C*, $)(a - xO)ft’ 

=(-a~,(~,i;)+s(K,(a,a)+Kda,s*))f,’~ (A-3) 

Since 1 - Gft >O [from (5.3)], Jt ~0, and x-x’ has the same sign as 5 - x0, 
it follows from (A.3) that 

x-x”>O, if and only if -Xx(i,i)+i(K,(i,S)+Ks(~,s*))cO. (A.4) 

For practical purposes it is useful to express condition (A.4) in terms of the 
actual rather than an intermediate value of s and to relate the condition to 
standard characteristics of production, such as the (positive) elasticity of 
substitution denoted by 0 and labor’s share of output, denoted by @ = Lx& 
This is done in 



Proposition 5 Suppose the production _$upxtion is homogeneous qf degree z 

and let a=a(k). If 0 s 2 and if o’(k) 20, then a subsidy to additional capital 
countervailed by an equal payment tari$ rest&s in an increase in exports by a 
subsidized j&m whenever 

s c r/( 1 + 2at&j. Wj 

Proof: If K&, s) 20, then K,(% s*) s KS@, i) and using K,= -w&K, from 
(2.7), and from (A.$), we have 

where E(J)= w&& K)+Z and K =K(& b). If E’(s)20 and KJx,s)rO, 
then (A-6) holds if E(s) < 0, where s is the actual (rather than an intermediate) 
value of s. It remains to show the conditions under which K,.Jx, s)rO and 
E’(s)20 and to show that E(s)<0 implies (AS). 

Suppose x=x(K, Lj is homogeneous of degree z, then the rate of technical 
substitution, T= 7’(k)=xu/xL depends on the capital to labor ratio, k =K/L. 
Since &(x, K) = - T(k) and from (2.7): 

KAx, sj = l/w& = - l/wT’(k)(dk/dK)(,>O. (A3 

Substituting u(k) = - T/kT’(k), (dk/dK)I,=(l +kTj/L and T=(r-s)/w into 
(A.7) we obtain: 

KAx,s)=Ko/(r-s)(l+k7’j=K(x,sj/‘a(s)>O, 64.8) 

where a(s)=(r -s)( 1-t. kT)/a(kj is independent of x. 
From Euler’s theorem: 1 + k T = zx/Lx& = z/8,_ and a(s) = (r - sj.q’c&. 
Also, since (dk/dx)lk = -k/Lx,, we have LKX = - T’(k)(dk/dx)l, = 

- T/&xt. Therefore using T=(r - s)/w and 8‘= LxJx, we can write: 

E(sj = -(r-sj/&+2s= -a(s)/z+2s. (A.9 

From differentiation of (A.8), #,(x9 s) = K,( - a’(s))/a. Therefore K, is 
positive if a’(s) SO. Also from differentiation of (A.9), E’(s) = -a’(sj/z+2 so 
that E’(s) is positive if a’(s)sO. e therefore need the conditions under which 
a’(s) $0. 

From ‘differentiation of T(k) =(r-s)/w, we have k’(s) = - l/wT’(kj = 
L-M* -- 0’ ,&o, kT= @z/fIk, whprp &Iii = _Kxdx is c:pit& share of output. R”,,, ~~~ J,. . . ..1* Y 

Using these expressions together with T’(k) = - T/ka and I+ kT=z&, it can 
be shown that 

a’(sj = -(1 -t-(~Kl(9L)(2-cp)j/ar-(z~8,jka’(kj/cp. 
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From (A.lO), a’(s)50 if a12 and a’(k)zO. ence if CT 2 2 an8 a’(k) 2 0 then 

K,, 2 0 and E’(s) > 0 and from (A.@ and (A.9): 

x-xQ>O, 

Rearrangement of 
prcWed. Q.E.D. 

if E(s) = -(r-s)jbeQi-2s<o. (AM) 

(A.1 1) gives us expression (A.§) as was to be 
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